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HISP0710C – Introduction to Hispanic Linguistics, Prof. Silvia Sobral 
This course introduces students to the study of language and deepens their knowledge of Spanish in its main 
linguistic components. After briefly considering the nature of language, we will study the sounds of Spanish 
(phonology and phonetics), word and sentence structure (morphology and syntax), and the elements and 
mechanics to express and interpret meaning (semantics and pragmatics). We will then turn our focus to 
linguistic phenomena such as changes in Spanish over time (historical linguistics), variations in the language 
according to region and social group (sociolinguistics), and bilingualism, with special attention to Spanish in the 
U.S. 
 
HISP0730 - Early and Contemporary Writers of Spanish America, Prof. Felipe Martinez Pinzon 
An introduction to major authors, movements, and themes of Spanish American literature from the Discovery 
to the present. This course also aims to develop students' oral and written expression in Spanish. Students are 
expected to engage in close reading and discussion of texts, as well as to revise their papers. 
 
HISP0740 - Intensive Survey of Spanish Literature, Prof. Sarah Thomas 
This course provides students an overview of the major authors and movements in Spain’s literature from the 
Middle Ages to the twentieth century. It teaches students to close-read and engage critically with individual 
texts and their literary, historical, and social conditions of production. Throughout, we will interrogate canon 
formation, examine the literary construction of the self and the nation, and analyze the reflection – and 
creation – of culture in literature.  
 
HISP1240L - Quijote in Context Golden Age, Prof. David Boruchoff 
This course seeks to understand the first part of Don Quijote (1605) within the context of the social, literary and 
political contexts from which it sprang. We will undertake a close reading of the 1605 text supplemented by 
secondary readings that focus on such topics as the vogue for the romances of chivalry, the role of the 
oppressed in Spanish Society in the novel and in Cervantes' Spain, the place of books and reading in Golden 
Age Spain, etc. The point of departure for the course will be an in-depth consideration of Marcelin 
Defourneaux's book, Daily Life in Spain in the Golden Age (Stanford UP, latest). 
 
HISP1290J - Spain on Screen, Prof. Sarah Thomas 
This course traces major developments in Spanish cinema from silent films of the 1930s to globalized 
commercial cinema of the 21st century. In this 80-year period, Spain has undergone sweeping political, social, 
economic, and cultural changes, many of which we see reflected in its cinema. By critically examining films by 
Spain's most well-known and influential directors – Rey, Berlanga, Buñuel, Bardem, Saura, Erice, Almodóvar 
– as well as less canonical filmmakers, we will ask what representations of Spain we see on screen in the last 
eight decades, interrogating notions of nation, race, class, gender, sexuality, and political ideology, among 
others. 
 
HISP1330Q - Short Forms: Masterworks in a Minor Key, Prof. Michelle Clayton 
This course focuses on two outstanding practitioners of the short story in twentieth century Latin American 
literature –the Argentineans Jorge Luis Borges and Julio Cortázar—paying close attention to each one’s most 
famous collection of stories (Borges’ Ficciones [1944], Cortázar’s Final del juego [1956]). We’ll map the ways in 
which their writing connects to different genres (detective fiction, science fiction, poetry), media (photography, 
painting, film), and practices of adaptation (especially translation), and explore their legacy for more recent 
writers (Ricardo Piglia, Edmundo Paz Soldán, Roberto Bolaño, Samanta Schweblin). 
 
 



HISP1330T -El amor en español, Profs. Mercedes Vaquero & Julio Ortega 
This course will visit a series of famous, colorful and controversial couples (novios, esposos y amantes) from the 
literature and history of Spain and Latin America. We will consider such themes as courtly love, erotic love, 
commonplaces about love and distortions of them, the degradation of idealized love, and the renunciation of 
human love in favor of divine love in the medieval and Renaissance periods. We will also address 
contemporary rites of passage in the formation of couples, traditional and modern views of love and marriage, 
as well as the “death of the couple,” love and melancholy, melodrama and hysteria. 
 


